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Press Release

Aqua Vista Hotels invests in the Greek breakfast

Already having set a distinguished course of offering luxurious à la carte breakfasts, 
Aqua Vista Hotels is investing even more in Greek gastronomy, incorporating its 
first hotel in the official “Greek Breakfast’ programme of the Hellenic Chamber of 
Hotels. 

Reinforcing the character of local breakfast tastes and recipes, Acqua Vatos San-
torini hotel at Kamari has been officially certified for its Greek breakfast and the 
outstanding quality of products which it offers.

A wide variety of Greek tastes are on offer, such as pies, homemade cake and tra-
ditional sweets, with ingredients such as fresh fruit and vegetables, cold cuts and 
local cheese. Add to that famous Santorinean offerings like cherry tomatoes, capers 
and the delicious fava which Acqua Vatos Santorini guests are greeted with and the 
result is the tastiest ‘good morning’. 

The emphasis on quality and the unique gastronomical experience will be the un-
derlying theme of the seminars at the Annual Meeting of the Aqua Vista Academy 
that will take place in November at Santorini.

More about Aqua Vista Hotels

Aqua Vista Hotels was founded in 2005 and today manages a portfolio of more 
than 30 hotels in Greece on the islands of Santorini, Mykonos, Paros, Naxos, 
Lesvos and Skiathos. 

Managed by executives who have a great deal of experience in the hotel and 
tourism industry, all of whom possess a passion for the hospitality sector, Aqua 
Vista Hotels is involved in the creation and curation of hotels with a unique identity. 
Handling everything from architectural aspects to the interior design, the group is 
also responsible for the overall concept of the experience offered, as well as man-
aging the bookings and the day to day functioning of all departments.
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A hotel with a healthy and profitable operation, first class amenities and facilities 
and the creation of an unforgettable guest experience are all factors which define 
the objectives of Aqua Vista Hotels when embarking on any venture or collabora-
tion.


